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Abstract
Spatiotemporal event sequences (STESs) are the ordered series of event types whose
instances frequently follow each other in time and are located close-by. An STES is a spa-
tiotemporal frequent pattern type, which is discovered from moving region objects whose
polygon-based locations continiously evolve over time. Previous studies on STES mining
require significance and prevalence thresholds for the discovery, which is usually unknown
to domain experts. The quality of the discovered sequences is of great importance to the
domain experts who use these algorithms. We introduce a novel algorithm to find the most
relevant STESs without threshold values. We tested the relevance and performance of our
threshold-free algorithm with a case study on solar event metadata, and compared the results
with the previous STES mining algorithms.

Keywords Spatiotemporal data mining · Sequence patterns · Pattern mining

1 Introduction

In traditional itemset mining, frequent sequence (or sequential pattern) mining refers to
discovering a set of attributes persistently appearing over time among the large number
of objects [50]. A major category of sequences are event sequences, which represent the
implicit relations among the categories of objects [16]. Classical event sequence mining
can be useful for understanding the user behavior (by mining sequences from weblogs or
system traces) [37], shopping routines of customers (by mining transaction sequences) [44],
or the efficiency of business processes (by mining time-ordered managerial and operational
activities) [52].

Sequential pattern mining from spatiotemporal data has received much attention in recent
years due to its broad application domains such as targeted advertising, prediction for
taxi services, and urban planning [15, 29, 40, 53]. The characteristics of spatiotemporal
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sequences vary widely depending on the discovered knowledge type. Most of the recent
approaches focus on the point-based spatiotemporal data presumably due to its avail-
ability. However, the region-based spatiotemporal data, primarily obtained from scientific
resources, has not received much attention. In this work, we focus on spatiotemporal event
sequences (STES) from event datasets that contain instances with region-based geometric
representations.

STESs are the ordered series of event types whose instances frequently demonstrate
sequence generating behavior. The sequence generating behavior is characterized by the
spatiotemporal follow relationship among instances, and it refers to the temporal follow
relationship with spatial proximity constraints. The spatiotemporal sequences can be cate-
gorized into three classes based on the fundamental data type: sequences of trajectories from
uniform groups, sequences of spatiotemporal points from mixed groups, and sequences of
trajectories from mixed groups. Our work considers the last category, and we mine the
STESs from event instances formed by the evolving region trajectories.

1.1 Motivation

The discovery of STESs is potentially critical for the large-scale verification and prediction
of scientific phenomena in a broad range of scientific fields including meteorology, geo-
physics, epidemiology, and astronomy [18]. The scientific phenomena such as tornadoes,
propagation of epidemics, clouds, and solar events can be modeled as trajectories of contin-
uously evolving regions. STES mining can be used for modeling the spatial and temporal
relationships among different types of phenomena. Later, the discovered sequence patterns
can be utilized for performing large-scale verification of current knowledge, as well as the
prediction of unknown spatiotemporal relationships among different event types.

Real-life examples An application area for STESmining is solar physics and space weather
forecasting. Studies from government agencies [10, 28] and independent institutions [30,
39] show that extreme space weather events can impact radiation in space, reduce the safety
of space and air travel, disrupt intercontinental communication and GPS, and even damage
power grids. While much work has been done on prediction of solar flares using physical
characteristics of source active regions, the mixed impact of different types of solar events
to eruptive activity (such as flares or coronal mass ejections) have not been fully explored.
For example, in Fig. 1, we demonstrate an active region event with a large sunspot followed
by a flare. Such relationships are known to exist among solar events [3, 25, 32, 36] although,
to our knowledge, many studies are confined to a limited number of examples. One way to
understand the exhaustive factors and conditions leading to an extreme space weather event

Fig. 1 An active region and a sunspot instance, occurred on January 20, 2012, followed by an instance of
a solar flare. (The background images are obtained from Helioviewer.org (AIA 171 Angstrom) and are a
courtesy of SDO/AIA team)
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is to determine the frequently occurring sequences of events which lead to substantially
large flares, smaller flares, and non-flaring instances. The discriminating event sequences
among these can shed light into typical conditions leading to eruptions or alternatively help
forecasters when issuing all-clear forecasts.

Public health researchers, particularly epidemiologists, can also benefit from STES min-
ing for understanding the frequently occurring activities leading to spread of infectious
diseases. Contact tracing applications [1] are one of the very few tools we can deploy to
stop the spread of viral diseases with great epidemic potential such as the novel coronavirus
(SARS-CoV-2) [19]. Such applications can be used to trace the movements of individuals
and the paths of individuals can be split into activity event types. Mining STESs occurring
among different activities in the outbreak zones can help epidemiologists understand which
activities or the sequences of activities lead to outbreaks and which are relatively safer. Iden-
tifying these sequences can provide crucial information for prevention such as the relative
contributions of different activities and ways of transmission.

1.2 Contributions

Previous efforts have been devoted to solving the problem of mining the most prevalent
spatiotemporal event sequences using Apriori [5], pattern growth-based [4], or Top-K algo-
rithms [9]. While these three approaches achieve the expected results, they heavily rely
on user-defined significance and prevalence threshold parameters, which define the cut-off
points for sequences. The previous algorithms assume that the user has a prior knowledge
of the optimal threshold parameters or a K value which in some cases, should be discovered
from the datasets.

Another issue that surface with the previous STES mining approaches is that the preva-
lence threshold, is highly dependent on the events taking part in a sequence. For example,
algorithms should be more tolerant in the case of STESs whose event types have a rare
occurrence, yet it should also be informative on the rareness of them. As a matter of fact,
defining the same threshold for all the sequences may not be accurate in this context as
the threshold parameter should discriminate against the event types participating in a given
event sequence.

In contrast to threshold-based approaches, we focus on overcoming the limitations of
providing a user-defined threshold when discovering the STESs and improve the relevance
of our results. Here, we introduce a novel algorithm, RAND-ESMINER, which, by randomly
repeating the mining process on a random subset of instances and follow relationships, finds
an estimate participation index for event sequences. The RAND-ESMINER uses our pattern
growth-based ESGROWTH algorithm [4] as the backbone, where the follow relationships
are translated into a directed acyclic graph structure, and randomly permutes the edges
of this graph to mine the event sequences. Mining the random subset multiple times does
not necessarily improve the overall running time as shown in our experiments; however, it
increases the robustness of the results and let us understand the distribution of participation
indices. In our experiments, we compare the RAND-ESMINER with earlier approaches and
evaluate the efficiency and robustness of the algorithm using datasets from solar astronomy
field.

1.3 Related work

In the spatiotemporal frequent pattern mining literature, the term sequence (or its deriva-
tives such as sequence patterns, sequential patterns) is used for identifying different types
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of knowledge from spatiotemporal data. These include sequences of locations frequently
visited by spatiotemporal objects [14, 20], partially- or totally-ordered sequences of event
types whose instances follow each other [5, 13, 24, 34, 35, 49] (these are also referred to as
couplings in [42]), sequences of semantic annotations from semantic trajectories [51], tem-
poral sequences of ordered spatial itemsets (called spatio-sequences) [40], and sequences of
spatiotemporal association rules [47].

Cao et al. described the spatiotemporal sequential patterns as the routes of frequently fol-
lowed by objects in [14]. Namely, a set of frequently visited locations is discovered from a
dataset of spatiotemporal trajectory segments. Spatiotemporal sequential patterns are related
to the movement patterns of spatiotemporal objects in the form of trajectory segments.
Similarly, Giannotti et al. introduced the trajectory patterns, and presented an algorithm
for mining trajectory patterns [20]. Trajectory patterns represent a set of trajectories fre-
quently visiting similar locations with similar visiting times. While trajectory patterns are
concerned with the behavioral aspect of spatiotemporal objects, the term, sequence, refers
to visited locations. Verhein introduced complex spatiotemporal sequence pattern mining
[47] that focuses on sequences of spatiotemporal association rules. Spatiotemporal associa-
tion rules represent frequent movements of objects appearing between two regions during a
time interval.

Apart from those, Zhang et al. proposed Splitter algorithm, which discovers fine-grained
sequential patterns from semantic trajectories [51]. The Splitter first retrieves spatially
coarse patterns, and later reduces them to fine-grained patterns. The discovered patterns are
sequences of categorized locations (deduced from semantic trajectories). Another example
of spatiotemporal sequences, called spatio-sequences, are presented by Salas et al. [40]. The
spatio-sequences are the temporal sequences of ordered spatial itemsets that are used for
coupling geographically neighboring phenomena.

Huang et al. presented a framework for mining sequential patterns from spatiotempo-
ral event datasets in [24]. The sequential patterns, in [24], refer to a sequence of event
types from point-based event instances. They defined a follow relation between the point-
based event instances of two different event types, presented significance measures for
sequences, and introduced two pattern-growth based algorithms for the mining task. Both
of the algorithms create a pattern tree and expand the nodes of the pattern tree with recur-
sively calling tree expansion procedures (i.e., follow joins). Moreover, Mohan et al. [34]
introduced the cascading spatiotemporal pattern mining, which are partially ordered subsets
of spatiotemporal event types whose instances are located together and occur in stages.

In [4, 5], Aydin et al. introduced the STES mining from evolving regions. STES mining
is also concerned with the sequences of event types, and the instances are trajectories of
evolving regions. Hence, the follow relationship is more complex when compared to [24].

The earlier event sequence mining algorithms [4, 5, 24] operate using a set of user-
defined thresholds. Here, we will concentrate on discovering the sequences without these
threshold values, which often times are not available to domain experts. In STES mining,
our focus is mining patterns from evolving region trajectories, and we are not particularly
interested in point trajectory data, or stationery spatiotemporal data. Our scope is on mining
the most relevant. Our primary objective is to improve the quality of the results and alleviate
the issues associated with using preset, and usually arbitrary, thresholds.

1.4 Outline

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we present background infor-
mation on STES mining. In Section 3, we introduce our novel STES mining algorithm.
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In Section 4, we present our experimental evaluation. Lastly, in Section 5, we present our
conclusion and possible future work.

2 Problem formulation

Spatiotemporal event instances (insi) are the chronologically ordered lists of timestamp-
geometry pairs (tgik ). The geometries are region-based and represented with polygons.
The instances are evolving region trajectories, and each of them is identified by a unique
identifier and has an associated event type. An event type signifies the class of its associ-
ated instances. A timestamp-geometry pair is a pair of timestamp value (ti), and a region
geometry (gi). The event type of an instance is represented with insi .E .

insi = {tgi1 , tgi2 , . . . tgik } where tgi = 〈ti , gi〉 (1)

An event type is denoted by ej . The set of instances of type ej is represented as Iej
. In the

upper portion of Fig. 2, we show the organizational structure of instances and events. Note
here that the set of all instances (I) are essentially union of instances from all event types in
the dataset (∪ Iej

for all ej ).
Let E = {e1, e2, . . . , ek} be the set of all event types, and I be a database of all event

instances. The problem of STES mining is finding frequently occurring sequences of event
types (i.e., event sequences) in the form of (ei1 � ei2 � . . . � eik ), such that the instances
of ei1 is followed-by the instances of ei2 , . . . , and the instances of eik−1 is followed-by the
instances of eik . The event sequences are denoted as ESqi , and are derived from instance
sequences.

ESi = (ei1 � ei2 � . . . � eik )

ISqi = (insi1 � insi2 � . . . � insik ) (2)

An instance sequence (denoted as ISqi in Eq. 2) represents a chain of spatiotemporal follow
relationships (denoted as “�”) that occur between its participating instances. The number of
participating instances in an ISq is the length of the sequence. A length-k instance sequence
is alternatively called k-sequence. An ISqi is of-type an event sequence ESj (as shown in
Eq. 3, if and only if the event types of the participating instances of ISqi are identical and
in the same order as the event types in ESj .

ISqi is of-type ESj ⇔ insi1 .E = ei1 ∧ . . . ∧ insik .E = eik (3)

In the lower portion of Fig. 2, we schematically depict the follow relation between
the instances and show an example of a length-3 instance sequence and its associated
spatiotemporal event sequence.

Given this information, the task of STES mining, in general, is interested in discover-
ing spatiotemporal event sequences whose instance sequences are frequently repeated. The
instance sequences are discovered by finding significant follow relationships outlined in
Section 2.1 and event sequences are derived from the types of these instance sequences.
The prevalence of event sequences are measured by participation index measure, which is
described in Section 2.2. In this paper, we will focus on mining STESs using a randomiza-
tion approach, which will take a set of spatiotemporal event instances as input and returns
all the discovered STESs together with a list of estimated participation index values for each
STES, obtained from randomized trials.
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▶ ▶

Fig. 2 The hierarchical organization of basic concepts in STES mining

2.1 Follow relationship

The instance sequences are formed by two or more instances. Between each two consecutive
instances in an instance sequence, there exists a spatiotemporal follow relationship. The
simplest form of follow relationship occurs between two event instances, and denoted by the
‘�’ symbol. The relationship is characterized by two predicates that are temporal continuity
and spatial proximity. To actualize these predicates, we present two concepts that are the
head and tail window of instances.

Head and tail window generation We determine the head and tail with head and tail ratio
parameters (denoted as hR and tR). The hR is the ratio between the head segment’s lifespan
and the instance’s lifespan. The tR is the ratio between the tail segment’s lifespan and the
instance’s lifespan.

The head and tail window is derived from the tail of the instance. The first operation
for obtaining the tail window is the spatial buffer. Secondly, the spatially buffered geome-
tries are propagated temporally. The amount of buffering is determined by buffer distance
parameter (denoted as bd), while the period of temporal propagation is called tail validity
period (denoted as tv). Head windows are created similarly, where firstly the head segment
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is buffered using the buffer distance parameter and later using the head validity (hv) param-
eter the head is propagated. The difference is that the tail window is propagated forward
(i.e., towards a later time step) while the head window is propagated backward (i.e., towards
an earlier time step). We show an example head and tail segment generation in Fig. 3a and
the creation of tail window in Fig. 3b.

Formalization Given two instances insi and insj , there exists a spatiotemporal follow rela-
tionship between insi and insj (insi � insj ) if and only if (1) the start time of insi is less
than the start time of insj , and (2) there exists a spatiotemporal co-occurrence between
the tail window of insi and the head window of insj . Under these conditions, insi is the
followee and insj is the follower in the relationship.

To form a 2-sequence, there must be one spatiotemporal follow relationship between two
instances. More generally, to form a k-sequence, there must be k − 1 spatiotemporal follow
relationships between each consecutive participating instance.

2.2 Significancemeasurement

To measure how frequent an STES is in a given dataset, we use the participation index.
The participation index is defined in [23], and shows the minimum relative frequency of the
participating event types. For an event sequence, ESj =(ej1 � .. � ejk

), the participation
index of an STES (ESj ) is the minimum of the participation ratios (pr) of its event types.

pi(ESj ) = min(pr(ei1 |ESj ), . . . , pr(eik |ESj )) (4)

The participation ratio of an event type (ei) on an STES (ESj ) is the ratio of the number
of unique participators of ei’s instances to the total number of event instances of ei in the
dataset.

pr(ei |ESj )= |{insi |insi∈ISqi ∧ insi .E=ei ∧ ISqiof-type ESj }|
|Iei

| (5)

where | · | shows the set size.

Fig. 3 a Creating the head and tail segments. b Creating the tail window of an instance from its tail using
buffering and forward temporal propagation
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Another aspect of significance is the strength of the follow relationships. The signifi-
cance assessment is important as the accuracy and reliability of resulting event sequences
are dependent on the discovered significance of the instance sequences. For assessing the
strength of the follow relationships, we use the chain index (denoted as ci). The ci for 2-
sequences is defined as the significance of spatiotemporal co-occurrence between the tail
window (tw) of followee and the head window (hw) of the follower. In this work, we
measure the significance of spatiotemporal co-occurrence using J ∗ measure [6, 8].

Formally, for a 2-sequence, ISqr = (insr1�insr2), the strength of the follow relationship
is assessed as:

ci(ISqr)=
{

J ∗(twr1 , hwr2) if insr1 .ts <insr2 .ts ,
0 otherwise

(6)

where ts represents the starting time of an instance
For a k-sequence ISqi = (insi1 � insi2 � . . . � insik ), where k > 2, the significance is

assessed as the minimum chain index of each follow relationship in the instance sequence
(Eq. 7)

ci(ISqi) = min
1≤j<k

(ci(insij � insij+1)) (7)

In the threshold-based approaches, the instance sequences are considered significant if
their chain index (ci) value is greater than a user-defined chain index threshold (cith). Sim-
ilarly, the event sequences are considered frequent if their participation index (pi) value is
greater than a user-defined participation index threshold (pith).

2.3 Threshold-based STESmining approach

The pattern-growth based ESGROWTH algorithm is introduced in [4]. The algorithm firstly
identifies the follow relationships and creates the event sequence graph (ESG). Later,
the algorithm recursively discovers the STESs from the graph structure. The ESGROWTH

algorithm is outlined in Algorithm 1.
In the initialization steps, as explained in Section 2, the algorithm creates heads and

tail windows of instances and identifies the follow relationships between those instances
(Algorithm 1–Lines 2 to 4). The follow relationships are discovered by a spatiotemporal join
procedure where the head and tail window trajectories of the instances are joined and filtered
based on the cith for significance testing. Later, these significant follow relationships are
inserted into a directed acyclic graph structure – ESG (Line 5 ). For any discovered follow
relationship, (insi � insj ), the TRANSFORM procedure adds two vertices that represent insi
and insj (if they are not present already), and a directed edge from insi to insj . The graph
only stores the identifiers (i and j ) and event types (insi .E and insj .E) of the instances in
its vertices.

After creating ESG, the ESGROWTH recursively discovers the STESs. The algorithm
starts by iterating the event types (ei) in the set of all events (E). For each event type (ei),
it identifies the non-leaf vertices, which corresponds to the instances of ei (Step 4). Then a
participation ratio (pr) is calculated from those vertices to check the prevalence using pith.
If pr is greater than the pith, the recursive GROWSEQUENCE procedure is called.

The GROWSEQUENCE procedure is shown in the second part of Algorithm 1. The proce-
dure takes a prefix event sequence (prefix), the current minimum pr for the prefix sequence,
and a set of pointers to the vertices (Vpre) as parameters. The vertices in Vpre correspond
to the last discovered vertices in the paths, which virtually forms the instance sequences
of-type prefix (event sequence) in the ESG. The procedure proceeds as follows. First, the
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successors (immediate neighbors) of the vertices in Vpre are found and added to the suc-
cessor vertex set (SucV ). Then, for each event type ej , a subset of successor vertex set
(containing the instances of ej ) is created (Line 4 of GROWSEQUENCE procedure in Algo-
rithm 1—denoted as SucVej

). After identifying successors, a temporary participation ratio
value (pr ′) is calculated for extended event sequence (Line 5 of GROWSEQUENCE). If pr ′
is greater than the pith, the prefix is extended with ej , and a new prefix event sequence
(denoted as prefix’) is created (Line 7 of GROWSEQUENCE procedure).

At this point, prefix’ is guaranteed to be prevalent, thus is inserted to the set of preva-
lent event sequences, ES. Lastly, the GROWSEQUENCE procedure is called with the newly
created event sequence, prefix’. Along with the prefix’, the minimum of old and new par-
ticipation ratio (min(pr, pr ′)), and the vertex subset formed by the successors (SucVej

) are
passed as parameters. Note that the base case in the recursion occurs when the temporary
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participation ratio is less than the participation index threshold. In this case, the prefix’,
which is created by appending the new event type to prefix, is not prevalent. Therefore, there
is no need to check the longer length event sequences generated from prefix’.

3 A novel randomization approach

Previous approaches [4, 5, 9] use threshold-based STES mining algorithms that heavily
relies on the domain experts’ knowledge to choose some appropriate threshold parameters,
which is usually not available. The thresholds in the earlier approaches are necessary to
understand whether a discovered sequence is spurious or sufficiently frequent. However,
often times, determining generic threshold values for all the event sequences is imprac-
tical, even for the domain experts. To tackle these issues, we propose a novel algorithm,
RAND-ESMINER (randomized spatiotemporal event sequenceminer) that can help domain
experts understand the intrinsic characteristics of the spatiotemporal event sequences better.

The threshold-based approach is essentially a constraint-based data mining approach,
where the instance sequences are filtered based on the cith, and the event sequences are fil-
tered based on the pith. The usefulness of these thresholds for the efficiency of the mining
algorithms is indisputable, primarily because of the exponential time and space complex-
ity of these algorithms. However, the imbalance of the spatiotemporal instances in these
datasets and their characteristics such as lifespan, total area, or the areal evolution make
it very difficult for domain or data mining experts to create meaningful threshold values
[7]. Because of these, we created an algorithm that does not take participation index or
chain index thresholds as input, but outputs STESs along with a distribution of pi values.
Threshold-based algorithms output a set of prevalent STESs (often coupled with a single
pi value). From a practical point of view, event sequences which include rarely occurring
events or instances with significantly different spatiotemporal characteristics are often over-
looked. With the randomization approach, we do not consider any significance or prevalence
threshold and perform the mining on the resampling subsets of the follow relationships. The
randomized algorithm is inspired from the permutation tests (random resamples without
replacement) and outputs the participation index values of all the discovered patterns.

3.1 Permutation tests

The primary task of the statistical descriptors is to summarize a characteristic of the given
data and generalize the finding to the larger population. Basic sample statistics such as
sample mean or median give information about that particular sample; however, their values
would fluctuate from sample to sample and magnitude of these fluctuations around the
corresponding parameter is also important for the relevance of these results.

Statistical bootstrapping is an alternative to the traditional statistical methodology of
assuming a particular probability distribution for a sample. Bootstrap is a random resam-
pling technique that estimates the distribution of a statistic and allows measures of accuracy
to sample estimates [17], It is especially useful when there is no analytical form to help
estimate the distribution of the statistics of interest such as mean or variance.

An increasingly common statistical tool for constructing sampling distributions is the
randomization test (also referred to as permutation test). Similar to the idea of bootstrap-
ping, a permutation test builds sampling distribution, which is the permutation distribution,
by resampling the observed data. Specifically, we can permute the observed data. Unlike
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bootstrapping, permutation tests resamples the data without replacement, which is more
appropriate for our tasks.

In our application area of solar data mining, the lack of accurate data is a common prob-
lem and one way to tackle with these noisy data is to randomize the mining process and
obtain uncertainties with confidence intervals. Our primary data source for STES mining is
the solar event metadata obtained from the feature finding teams (FFT) of Solar Dynamics
Observatory [33]. Firstly, most of the solar event instances (representing the regions of solar
events) have become available only after the launch of the Solar Dynamics Observatory
(SDO). Hence, we only have the slices of the data. Additionally, the SDO only captures the
images of one side of the sun that is visible to us, and we currently do not have the reports
of the solar events occurring on the opposite side of our line of sight.

In our randomization approach, we treat the follow relationships as the sample dataset,
and the participation index (pi) values of STESs as a complex statistic to be obtained from
the ESG structure. By applying a random resampling without replacement (i.e., applying
a set of permutation test) of the follow relationships (i.e., edges) we have the opportunity
to explain the prevalence of STESs as a distribution. Note here that we do not perform a
traditional permutation test which would require a null model and a statistical hypothesis
testing. Given the characteristics of solar event datasets, this approach is very promising
due to its power of estimating the confidence intervals of the participation index for STESs.
This is to say, for each randomized experiment, we can obtain a participation index value
for a discovered pattern and estimate its likelihood and see the variance of these values.

3.2 Randomized algorithm: RAND-ESMINER

In this part, we will explain the details of RAND-ESMINER algorithm. The algorithm makes
use of random resampling of follow relationships and outputs all the discovered STESs
along with their participation index values, which shows the prevalence of a particular
STES, in each random trial.

In Algorithm 2, we show the overview of the Randomized STES mining algorithm.
The algorithm initially discovers all the follow relationships as in the threshold-based
ESGROWTH algorithm and creates the ESG (Lines 2 to 5). In a nutshell, it firstly ran-
domly resamples the edges in the ESG, then discovers the STESs from the resampled
event sequence graphs, and eventually collects the results. The algorithm takes the set of
instances (I), resampling ratio (rR), and the number of random trials to be performed (ν) as
input. Resampling ratio (rR) is the ratio between the number of edges to be resampled and
total number of edges in the ESG. Note here that neither rR nor ν parameters require the
expert knowledge; they are used for regulating the randomized trials and are not necessarily
dependent on the intrinsic characteristics of data.

The ESG structure allows us to create random resamples of the follow relationships.
The RAND-ESMINER algorithm performs a randomized run for ν times to estimate the
pi value for all the discovered STESs (Lines 7 to 15). The resampling is applied on the
edges of the graph, which corresponds to the follow relationships among instances. Edge
resampling creates a subgraph of the ESG, that is rESG, by randomly sampling from the
edge set of ESG without replacement (Line 8). Note that our graph structure is not a multi-
graph; therefore, we opt for a permutation test (resampling without replacement) instead of
bootstrapping (resampling with replacement).

Next, we discover the STESs from the resampled subgraphs of ESG. For each resam-
pled subgraph, we perform a recursive procedure similar to the ESGROWTH algorithm.
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For each event type ei , we find the non-leaf vertices of ei , and grow the sequences (See
GROWRANDSEQUENCES procedure in the second part of Algorithm 2). This can be con-
sidered as running the ESGROWTH algorithm with pith = 0.0. Lastly, we append them to
the map structure (ESrand ) for every iteration, and return the ESrand , which contains the
discovered STESs and a size-(ν) list of pi values for each sequence. If an STES is not dis-
covered during a trial, the pi value for that STES is recorded as 0. If an STES is recorded
for the first time during the kth trial, we create a a new list of pi values (length-k) backfilled
with zeroes for each previous trial it was not discovered.
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It is worth mentioning that unlike the threshold-based approaches which return a list of
prevalent STESs, the output of the RAND-ESMINER algorithm is a map structure whose
keys are discovered patterns and the values are list of calculated pi values in each of the (ν)

random trials.

4 Experimental evaluation

4.1 Experimental settings

In this section, we present our experimental evaluations of the randomization-based STES
mining approach. We used real-life datasets from solar astronomy field. We evaluated the
runtime performance of graph transformation procedures and compared the ESGROWTH

and RAND-ESMINER algorithms.
Our algorithms are implemented in Java programming language, datasets were stored in

text files, and experiments were conducted on an Ubuntu virtual machine with 1TB RAM
with an Intel Xeon processor. All the event instances and graph elements are stored in
memory for fair comparison.

4.2 Datasets and configurations

To analyze the performance of our proposed algorithm, we used real-life solar event
datasets. These are monthly datasets from 2012, which include the spatiotemporal instances
of seven different solar event types that are: Active Regions (ar), Coronal Holes (ch),
Emerging Flux (ef ), Filaments (f i), Flares (f l), Sigmoids(sg), and Sunspots (ss). Each
instance consists of region polygons, downloaded from Heliophysics Event Knowledgebase
(HEK) [31], and the regions are tracked and interpolated using the algorithms presented in
[11, 26]. The characteristics of our real-life datasets can be seen in Table 1. The datasets are
in tabular format, where the instances of a particular event type is stored as a table. Each
row shows a particular time-geometry pair with four attributes: instance identifier, start time
of the time-geometry pair, end time of the time-geometry pair, and spatial geometry. The
spatial geometry is a polygon object formatted as well-known text (WKT) format.

The goal of the experiments is to examine the performance of our randomized algo-
rithm, both in terms of relevance and effciency, on these datasets and compare it with the
threshold-based ESGROWTH algorithm. We will compare the discovered STESs on our rel-
evance analysis and later evaluate the running time efficiency. A preliminary step of the
algorithm is the initialization (head and tail window generation) and the graph transforma-
tion. For that reason, we kept the global parameters that are used in the ESG creation as
constant throughout all the experiments. These parameters represent independent variables
that should not alter the performance of the algorithms within these set of experiments.
Head and tail ratio parameters were selected as 0.2 and 0.5, respectively. The value used for
the tail validity (tv) is 4 hours. Head validity (hv) was set to zero for consistency with our
earlier works. We chose 25 arcsec as the buffer distance (bd) parameter.

For the case of the threshold-based algorithm, we conducted 16 experiments for each
dataset with varying cith nad pith values. The cith value was set to 0.10, 0.15, 0.2, and 0.25,
while pith value was set to 0.04, 0.08, 0.12, and 0.16. We ran the ESGROWTH algorithm
with the above-mentioned combinations of cith and pith values to discover the frequent
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sequences. Eventually, a total of 192 experiments were performed on the 12 datasets for the
threshold-based approach. On the other hand, for the randomization approach, we resampled
the data 100 times (ν = 100) for every dataset and estimated the distribution of the pi values
of all the event sequences. The size of each sample is 10% the size of its respective original
dataset (rR = 0.1). Thus, we generated 100 pi values for all the discovered sequences to
estimate prevalence of event sequences.

4.3 Relevance analysis

In this part, we will discuss the relevance of the mining results from RAND-ESMINER algo-
rithm. For brevity, we chose to illustrate the length-2, length-3, and length-4 STESs with
the top-15 mean pi values from Jan, Feb, Mar, and Apr datasets. The comprehensive results
for length-2, 3, and 4 STESs from all datasets can be found in the Appendix of this paper.

Figure 4 illustrates the most prevalent length-2 (top row), length-3 (middle row),
length-4 (bottom row) STESs from four datasets. The distribution of pi values from RAND-
ESMINER are demonstrated with the box plots. We also demonstrate the discovered pi

values from the threshold-based approach with varying size scatter elements. Each scatter
represents a different experimental run, and when the event sequence is not found to be
prevalent on an ESGROWTH experiment (meaning pi was less than pith), the result from
that experiment is omitted.

From Fig. 4, we can see that the discovered top-15 STESs are consistent throughout
the four datasets. We also present the number of top-15 occurrences for length-2 STESs
from all datasets in Fig. 5. The results from the length-3 and length-4 STESs is available
in the Appendix for completeness. Eight of the top-15 length-2 STESs are discovered in
all twelve datasets and 13 of them were discovered at least ten times. We further analyzed
these 13 STESs. Table 2 shows the number of times STESs was discovered by ESGROWTH

as well as the averaged (across 12 monthly datasets) median pi values and averaged perc-
etange STES was discovered in randomized trials. We can observe that averaged median
pi values for these STESs are generally over 0.04 (pith for the comparable ESGROWTH

Table 1 Characteristics of the
solar event datasets Dataset Tag #of Instances #of Region Polygons

January 2012 Jan 2,082 159,773

February 2012 Feb 1,252 111,615

March 2012 Mar 2,022 157,374

April 2012 Apr 1,784 124,611

May 2012 May 2,255 199,390

June 2012 Jun 2,245 206,442

July 2012 Jul 2,387 182,601

August 2012 Aug 2,046 193,028

September 2012 Sep 2,119 186,906

October 2012 Oct 1,945 178,642

November 2012 Nov 2,057 161,930

December 2012 Dec 1,682 156,333
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Fig. 4 Mixed plots of pi values from RAND-ESMINER and ESGROWTH algorithms. Distributions of pi

values from RAND-ESMINER are shown as boxplots, while pi values (discovered using ESGROWTH) with
different thresholds are shown as circles. Legend on top shows the thresholds for ESGROWTH ci and pi

thresholds
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Fig. 5 Number of top-15 occurrences for length-2 STESs, discovered using RAND-ESMINER from twelve
monthly datasets

experiment) and they are discovered in almost all of the randomized trials (that is to say
the average percentage of randomized trials these STESs were discovered is above 97%
for the aforementioned STESs). This is not the case for threshold-based runs, where some
of these well-known STESs were not discovered, even for relatively low threshold values.
(See an incomprehensive list of observations found in the literature for some of these pat-
terns: ‘ss � sg’ [12, 45]; ‘ef � ef’ [41]; ‘ar � ar’ [21, 46]; ‘ef � fl’ [2, 41, 48]; or ‘ss � ss’
[22, 43]).

Another aspect of our evaluation is the relevance comparison with threshold-based
approach in terms of varying frequencies of STESs. One observation we can make is the
variation of the pi values when using different cith values in the threshold-based approach.
The variation is two-fold: (1) The variation of the pi values for a particular STES and (2)
the variation of the pi values across different STESs. The latter is much expected as the
natural phenomena may or may not be spatiotemporally following each other. However, the
former variation poses a challange that is difficult to solve with trial and error. For exam-
ple, for (f l � f l) sequences cith = 0.2 and pith = 0.12 can be an accurate cut-off points
for thresholds. However, if we set the cith to 0.2 and pith to 0.12 for the entire dataset, we
miss practically all (ar � f l) sequences, as well as the sequences including the (ar � f l)

subsequence. It is well-known to solar physics experts that flares can occur anywhere on
the Sun’s surface, from active regions (ar) to the the boundaries of the magnetic network of
the quiet Sun [27]. However, large area flares (f l) have preferred locations. They originate
from the large active regions showing a complex geometry of the 3D magnetic field [38].
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Table 2 Comparisons of thirteen length-2 STESs for RAND-ESMINER and ESGROWTH across 12 monthly
datasets

Selected RAND-ESMINER ESGROWTH cith = 0.1/pith = 0.04

Length-2 Average Average perc. Number of monthly

STES Median pi STES discovered datasets STES discovered

fl � fl 0.297 100.00 12

ch � ch 0.161 99.92 11

ar � fl 0.082 100.00 12

ss � ss 0.129 97.42 10

sg � sg 0.086 100.00 12

ar � sg 0.075 100.00 12

sg � fl 0.062 100.00 11

ar � ar 0.042 99.58 4

ss � fl 0.060 100.00 11

ef � fl 0.048 100.00 9

ef � ef 0.029 100.00 2

fl � sg 0.040 100.00 11

ss � sg 0.039 98.50 2

The STESs are selected based on their top-15 occurrences (See Fig. 5). Averaged median participation index
(pi) values and average percentage an STES was discovered in randomized trials are reported for RAND-
ESMINER. Number of months an STES was discovered by ESGROWTH (with cith = 0.1 and pith = 0.04)
is also reported. RAND-ESMINER discovered these STESs for all monthly datasets

To capture (ar � f l) event sequence, we can use cith = 0.1 and pith = 0.04 (see the
results in Table 2). However, this time majority of (ar � ar), (ef � ef ), and (ss � sg)

would be missed. These examples can be extended to include those three sequences lead-
ing to a never-ending cycle of pattern importance discussion. Even for the simplistic cases
of (f l � f l) and (ar � f l), or (ar � f l) and (ss � sg) creating user-defined thresholds
is difficult, primarily because of the unbalanced spatiotemporal characteristics of the nat-
ural phenomena. Therefore, we can suggest that mining a distribution of pi values using
random edge resampling from the sample ESG is a better approach, because outputing a
mere pi value based on set thresholds cannot properly represent the characteristics of the
population.

4.4 Running time analysis for initialization and ESG transformation steps

In this part of our evaluation, we will show the runtime complexity of the initialization
phase of RAND-ESMINER algorithm. In Fig. 6, we demonstrate the running times in the
initialization phase of the RAND-ESMINER algorithm for all the datasets.

We measured the running times in the initialization phase into two categories: (1) Head
and Tail Window Generation Time, which is denoted as HT Generation Time in Fig. 6 and
corresponds to Line 2 and 3 in Algorithm 2 and (2) Follow Relation and Graph Transfor-
mation Time, which is denoted as Follow Time in Fig. 6 and corresponds to Line 4 and 5
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Fig. 6 Running times (values on major Y-axis) required for head and tail window generation (green line) and
identification of the follow relationships (blue line). Bars show the number of edges and vertices in the ESG

showing the complexity of the ESGs (values on to secondary Y-axis)

in Algorithm 2. The head and tail window generation requires complex spatial buffer and
union operations. Similarly, the follow relationships are discovered with a computationally
expensive spatiotemporal join operation on evolving region trajectories. Creating the ESG

is significantly less complex in terms of computation time.
Along with the running times, in Fig. 6, we illustrated the vertex and edge counts in the

createdESG for each dataset. The number of vertices correspond to the number of instances
in the dataset, while the number of edges show the number of follow relationships.

From the results, we can see that the head and tail window generation time varies signif-
icantly for each monthly dataset. We can observe that part of this stems from the number
of instances (vertices) in the dataset, and another factor is the number of individual region
polygons in the datasets. We observe the highest head and tail window generation times are
recorded for May and June datasets where we have highest number of region polygons in
the datasets. Similarly, the lowest HT generation times are recorded for February and April
datasets where we have the lowest number of region polygons.

The follow time also greatly varies across our datasets. The follow time depends on the
number of spatiotemporal follow relationships among the instances in the dataset. While
we cannot assert a total correlation, the number of edges in the generated graph is a good
indicator for the follow time. Another factor that impacts the follow time is the number of
instances and region polygons, because we get 20% and 50% of the instance trajectories as
heads and tails (as hR = 0.2&tR = 0.5).

For the case of the head and tail-window generation, our algorithm iterates through all
the instances in the dataset and compute the time propagated and spatially buffered time-
geometry pairs (representing the region trajectories). This process is done in linear time
which explains the relation between the running time and the number of instances and
region polygons. On the other hand, the ESG generation algorithm iterates through the tail
windows and performs a spatiotemporal join on overlap predicate with the head window
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of instances. This makes the complexity of the follow relationship identification quadratic;
however, since we apply a two-step filter based on time-overlap and spatial-overlap pred-
icates the complexity becomes subquadratic (and very close to linear) with respect to the
number of region polygons in follow time. It should be noted that, in the situation where
there is a time requirement constraint, the user can shrink the size of the head and tail
windows to decrease the amount of overlapping; thus, reducing the number of follow
relationships.

4.5 Running time analysis of RAND-ESMINER

In this part of our experiments, the running time requirements of our RAND-ESMINER

algorithm will be compared to the ESGROWTH algorithm. In Fig. 7, we demonstrate the total
running times of our algorithms for each dataset (in (a)), as well as the average time spent on
mining STESs from ESG (in (b)). In Fig. 7a, the blue bars show the average running time
of ESGROWTH algorithm with 19 different cith values. The red bars show the total running
time of RAND-ESMINER algorithm, which consists of 100 randomized runs on the ESG.
In Fig. 7b, we demonstrate the running times required for mining STESs from ESG. The
initialization steps (HT generation and follow times shown in Fig. 6) are omitted here for a
better comparison, and we report the average running times of threshold-based runs (with
16 different cith and pith combinations), and the average running time of 100 randomized
runs for each dataset.

From the results shown in Fig. 7a, we can notice that the total running times required for
mining the STESs follow a very similar pattern to the initialization, and it can be observed
that for threshold-based approach, the total running time is dominated by the initializa-
tion. The higher cith values we use for filtering the insignificant follow relationships (or
edges) extensively prune the ESG, leading to very low graph mining times. Nevertheless,
it is difficult to make conclusions about the trustworthiness of the STESs or overall gener-
ality of STES mining process with high cith values. When we analyze the performance of
the RAND-ESMINER algorithm, we see that for sparse ESGs (such as Feb, Apr, and Oct
datasets) the total running time of the RAND-ESMINER is similar to the ESGROWTH. On
the other hand, for denser ESGs (such as May, Jun, and Jul datasets), we observe greater

Fig. 7 a Total running time of RAND-ESMINER vs. average total running time ESGROWTH algorithm b
Comparison of the average run on the randomized and threshold-based approaches
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differences. This can be explained well with the algorithmic setup of randomization
approach and the observations from Fig. 7b. The average ESG mining time of randomiza-
tion approach for May, Jun, and Jul datasets are relatively higher than other datasets. In our
experiments, the ESG is resampled 100 times, and total running time of RAND-ESMINER

includes all the 100 randomized runs. Whereas, for the threshold-based approach, the ESG

is mined only once.
In summary, the total running time required for RAND-ESMINER is approximately 27%

more than ESGROWTH. The running time required for the RAND-ESMINER is primarily
dependent on the resampling ratio and the number of trials. To increase the trustworthiness
of the results, one can increase the number of trials and resampling ratio. In addition to
that, the trustworthiness of the results can be traded off with the running time. Choosing a
lower resampling ratio or number of trials would decrease the running time, as well as the
trustworthiness of the results.

5 Conclusion and future work

In this work, we have introduced a novel spatiotemporal event sequence mining algo-
rithm – RAND-ESMINER, specifically designed for discovering STESs without user-defined
thresholds. Our method differs from the conventional threshold-based methods that can
be inaccurate; thus, inapplicable for large-scale data analysis. Our novel randomized algo-
rithm relies on applying permutation tests to the edges in the event sequence graph
generated by spatiotemporal follow relationships. Unlike the traditional techniques which
discover STESs with one pi value [4, 5], our algorithm discovers a distribution of pi

values, and estimates a confidence interval for STESs without any thresholds. Mining
STESs without thresholds is significant for scientific fields, as it can be easily applied for
explorative tasks.

Our future work lies in the parallelization of RAND-ESMINER algorithm. As the number
of random resamplings and resampling ratio increases, the RAND-ESMINER can be less
efficient and exploiting parallel computation can leverage the efficiency issues and provide
us with highly robust outcomes.
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Appendix: Comparisons of pi values for RAND-ESMINER and ESGROWTH

A.1 Size-2 STESs
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Fig. 8 Mixed plots of pi values from RAND-ESMINER and ESGROWTH algorithms for top-15 length-2
STES from all the datasets. Distributions of pi values from RAND-ESMINER are shown as boxplots, while
pi values (discovered using ESGROWTH) with different thresholds are shown
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A.2 Size-3 STESs

Fig. 9 Mixed plots of pi values from RAND-ESMINER and ESGROWTH algorithms for top-15 length-3
STES from all the datasets. Distributions of pi values from RAND-ESMINER are shown as boxplots, while
pi values (discovered using ESGROWTH) with different thresholds are shown
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A.3 Size-4 STESs

Fig. 10 Mixed plots of pi values from RAND-ESMINER and ESGROWTH algorithms for top-15 length-4
STES from all the datasets. Distributions of pi values from RAND-ESMINER are shown as boxplots, while
pi values (discovered using ESGROWTH) with different thresholds are shown
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A.4 Number of top-15 occurrences for length-3 and length-4 STESs

Fig. 11 Number of top-15 occurrences for length-3 STESs, discovered using RAND-ESMINER from twelve
monthly datasets
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Fig. 12 Number of top-15 occurrences for length-4 STESs, discovered using RAND-ESMINER from twelve
monthly datasets
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